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Introduction

Let me get this straight. A thing that looks like a police box, standing in a junk
yard, it can move anywhere in time and space?

Ian Chesterton (William Russell) in 'An Unearthly Child'

In a 1999 British Film Institute poll of television critics and professionals,
Doctor Who was voted the third-best British television programme of
all time. While this is testimony to the series' special place in British
television history, the fact that Doctor Who should be chosen ahead
of more ostensibly prestigious fare such as Boys from the Blackstuff,
Brideshead Revisited and 7, Claudius is also indicative of the growing
legitimation of popular culture as a subject worthy of serious attention.
Doctor Who belongs to the genre of science fiction (SF), which remains
largely beyond the pale of critical respectability. Can we really take
seriously a series in which a benevolent alien travels around the universe
in a space-and-time machine that outwardly resembles an obsolete
Prussian blue police telephone box? No less remarkable about the BFI's
selection of Doctor Who as the third-best series is that at the time of the
poll it had not been in regular production for a decade and appeared to
all intents and purposes to be consigned forever to that ethereal afterlife
of 'classic' television that is the cable channel UKTV Gold. The BBC's
announcement in the autumn of 2003 that Doctor Who was to return in
a new series - and, furthermore, that it would be accorded the level of
production resources that it had always deserved but had rarely received
- was greeted with much jubilation by the series' legions of fans.
1
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Doctor Who is often described in such terms as the 'longest-running
TV SF series' in television history. It may even be the longest-running
popular drama series, other than soap operas, ever made. Doctor Who
was in continuous production at the BBC for some twenty-six years,
from 1963 to 1989, running longer than the police series Dixon of Dock
Green (1955-1976) and the American Western series Gunsmoke ( 1955—
1975) - probably its closest two rivals in terms of longevity - and over
taken in recent years only by the comedy series Last of the Summer Wine
(beginning in 1972), which, however, has been produced in shorter sea
sons and has notched up barely a third of Doctor Who's 695 episodes.
Certainly in comparison to Star Trek - which remains the only SF ad
venture series to rival it in international popularity and the extent of its
fan base - Doctor Who was both the first and the longest in production.
2

How can we account for the longevity of Doctor Who'? To answer
this question we need to consider both the series' production strategies
and its content. In their cultural studies analysis of the series, Doctor
Who: The Unfolding Text, John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado describe
Doctor Who as 'a text that unfolds according to a wide range of
institutional, professional, public, cultural and ideological forces'.
These include, but are not limited to, the production practices of the
BBC, the competing demands of 'educational' and 'popular' television,
the narrative and discursive strategies of the SF genre and the different
modes of performance associated with the various 'stars' who have
appeared in the series. Tulloch and Alvarado argue that 'in terms of the
production context, range of characters and characterisations, generic
form, range and size of audience, Doctor Who represents a site of
endless transformations and complex weavings as well as a programme
of increasing institutional stability and public popularity.' Ironically,
those words were written just as the popularity of Doctor Who began
to decline in the mid 1980s. Within a few years, the hostility towards
the series of Michael Grade, at the time Controller of BBC1, would
reveal a level of institutional instability that Tulloch and Alvarado
could not have foreseen. Although, on that occasion, Doctor Who was
spared extermination, its eventual demise in 1989 - and its successful
resurrection in 2005 - are useful reminders that the history of any longrunning television series involves not just the internal history of the
programme itself but also the external history of the television industry
that produces it.
3
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Perhaps the key to the longevity of Doctor Who has been its format,
which has proved malleable enough to respond flexibly both to changing
broadcasting ecologies and to cultural determinants from inside and
outside the BBC. Doctor Who is - or rather was for most of its history - a
hybrid of the episodic series (like the police or Western series) and the
continuous serial (like the soap opera) in that it was a series of serials:
each production season comprised a number of different individual
stories that would run for, typically, four or six weeks. This format allows
greater flexibility than either an episodic series (where each episode
has to be more or less complete in itself) or a continuous serial (where
individual storylines remain subordinate to the overall narrative). Doctor
Who has thus been able to utilise a wider range of narrative devices and
thematic motifs than most other SF adventure series. During its first
three production seasons, indeed, Doctor Who alternated SF adventures
with historical stories. It is not tied to the space opera format of, say, Star
Trek or Babylon 5, or to the existential 'human nature' theme of other
time-travel series such as Quantum Leap. It is coded neither as 'serious'
SF in the tradition of The Quatermass Experiment nor as comedy in the
manner of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy or Red Dwarf. The fact
that Doctor Who is able to be all of these things at different moments
indicates the flexibility of its format in exploring a wide range of
narrative possibilities and genre templates.
The longevity of Doctor Who is due in large measure, therefore, to
the series' ability to renew and refresh its own format. Nowhere is this
more apparent than in the 'regeneration' of the lead character, who is
capable, quite literally, of becoming an entirely different person. This
was originally a short-term solution to the deteriorating health of the
first 'Doctor Who', actor William Hartnell, but it developed into part of
the series' mythos and became a strategy for renewal. Each new actor
cast as the Doctor has brought a different characterisation and style
of performance to the part. Hartnell (1963-1966) had been a grumpy
old man whose irritability with his companions was matched only by
his insatiable scientific curiosity. His dress suggested a late-Victorian
or Edwardian gentleman and his habit of holding his lapels whilst
delivering a moralising monologue imbued him with the authority of a
schoolmaster. Patrick Troughton ( 1966-1969), who took over after three
years, played the Doctor as a Chaplinesque clown with baggy trousers
and a recorder. His three years in the role saw a shift in the series'

4
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production strategy towards younger companions and more monster
and invasion stories. The next incumbent was Jon Pertwee (1970-1974),
whose arrival coincided with the series' shift to colour. His Doctor was
a dandy gentleman adventurer in a ruffled shirt and velvet jacket who
belonged to the same heroic pedigree as John Steed and Adam Adamant.
He spent much of his time marooned on Earth at the behest of his own
people, who, it now transpired, were a powerful race known as the Time
Lords. The fourth incarnation, Tom Baker (1974-1981), was the most
eccentric 'Doctor Who' of all, a bohemian middle-aged student-type
whose floppy hat and absurdly long scarf were suggestive of countercultural associations. His quirk was to carry a bag of jelly babies that
he would offer to bewildered aliens unaccustomed to the delights of
British confectionery. The Fifth Doctor, Peter Davison (1981-1984), was
a younger, more vulnerable but nobly heroic character whose mode of
dress, Edwardian cricket attire, asserted his association with a particular
'heritage' image of Englishness. Doctor No. 6, Colin Baker (1984-1986),
brought an edginess to the role that had been absent since Hartnell's
time, while the seventh incarnation, Sylvester McCoy (1987-1989,
1996), restored the mystery of the Doctor's origins by suggesting he was
a manipulator of events and people for his own ends. The short-lived
Eighth Doctor, Paul McGann, who starred in a one-off television film in
1996, was a Romantic hero in the mould of Percy Bysshe Shelley, while
the 2005 revival of the series brought us a crop-haired, leather-jacketed
Doctor with a northern accent in the person of Christopher Eccleston.
At the time of writing Doctor No. 10 has recently been announced as
David ('Casanova') Tennant, whose ill-fitting pinstripe suit and loose tie
give him a contemporary but casual, rather louche, appearance.
5

The changing face and characterisation of the Doctor is the most
visible sign of the series' strategy of periodic renewal, though there
are many others. These include the different 'companions' who travel
with him (preferably, though not exclusively, young and female), the
occasional revisions to the series' signature music and title sequence
and even changes to the interior design of the Doctor's time-and-space
machine the TARDIS (though its exterior appearance - the result of a
broken 'chameleon circuit' - has remained constant throughout). These
changes to the internal history of the series often reflect external factors.
The ability of Doctor Who to respond to social and cultural change is
another explanation for its longevity. In this regard it is difficult to agree
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with Piers D. Britton and Simon I. Barker, in their otherwise admirable
study of design and visual style in British telefantasy, that Doctor Who
'largely ignored contemporary social change' or that it'derived its subtlety
in part from being out of touch with the changing realities of life in
postcolonial Britain'. Rather, as Nicholas I. Cull has persuasively argued,
Doctor Who should be seen as a 'text of its time' that 'became an arena
for exploring emerging issues in British life between 1963 and 1989'.
These issues include, but are not limited to, the decline of British power,
the retreat from empire, the rise of technocracy, environmentalism,
industrial unrest and changes in the role and status of women in society.
To this extent, Doctor Who demonstrates the potential of SF for allegory:
ostensibly concerned with projecting images of what the future might
be like, SF narratives in literature, film and television may also offer
commentaries on the present.
6

7

8

The format of Doctor Who places it directly in the historical lineage
of British literary SF. Indeed, it draws explicitly upon two of the found
ing texts of the genre. The influence of H.G. Wells's The Time Machine
(1895) is evident not only in the time-travel premise but also in the
series' frequently dystopian vision of the future. Numerous Doctor Who
serials employ Wells's motif of societies where the moral distinctions
between civilisation and savagery (the Eloi and the Morlocks in Wells's
novel) are often confused. And the SF template that Doctor Who em
ploys most frequently - the invasion narrative - can be traced back di
rectly to Wells's The War of the Worlds (1898), in which the Martians first
land in Woking. One of the quaint conventions of classic Doctor Who is
that alien invasions of the Earth invariably centre on London and the
Home Counties - though the reason for this probably has more to do
with production economies than it does with the strategic significance
of south-eastern England. The invasion narrative reflects a contradic
tory sense of national awareness. On the one hand, it expresses a sense
of paranoia and insecurity: the nation is vulnerable to alien (for which
read foreign) invasion and proves unable to resist a technologically su
perior force until it is saved by the advanced scientific knowledge of the
Doctor. On the other hand, it also suggests a perverse sense of national
self-importance and prestige: as long as alien invaders deem it necessary
to take over the British Isles as a prelude to their conquest of the Earth,
the illusion of Britain as a great power is maintained. (It is significant
in this regard that American adaptations of The War of the Worlds for
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radio, film and television tend to transpose the invasion to the USA.) To
this extent, Doctor Who is informed by, and draws upon, post-war Brit
ish anxieties about decline and the nation's place on the world stage.
A criticism that has been made of Doctor Who - as it has of popular
television drama generally - is that it is conservative in terms of both
its aesthetics and its politics. Tulloch and Alvarado suggest that 'one
of the major disappointments of the series ... [is that] it ultimately is
narratively highly conventional,' while Britton and Barker argue that
it 'grew steadily more conservative ... novelty was stifled and fantasy
circumscribed."' Neither charge stands up to close scrutiny. First, Doctor
Who should not be compared to more obviously innovative television
drama such as The Wednesday Play or the work of writers such as Dennis
Potter or Stephen Poliakoff: it is genre fiction and should be compared
to other examples of its own kind, in which context it emerges as rather
more progressive than its critics have allowed. Second, it needs to be seen
historically. The mutability of its form and the narratively bold device
of replacing its central character was very far from 'conventional' when
Doctor Who began in the 1960s and is still an exception rather than the
norm, even today. Third, as Britton and Barker themselves demonstrate,
Doctor Who 'was graced by some of the most inventive scenic and
costume design work ever contributed to television or film drama,
much of which has never been surpassed'. Two designs in particular
- the TARDIS and the Daleks - have been so visually successful that
they are indelibly inscribed upon the popular imagination of the British
public. The first appearance of the Daleks was voted one of television's
greatest moments by Channel 4 viewers and the Daleks themselves have
become, in one recent commentator's apt phrase, 'the godfathers of
British robotic villainy'.
10

11

The charge that Doctor Who is conservative, even reactionary, in its
social politics is perhaps best exemplified in its representation of women.
The gender politics of Doctor Who demonstrate both the potential and
the limitations of popular culture as a vehicle for responding to social
change. There has always been a perception that the Doctor's female
companions, like James Bond's women, have been cast largely for their
sex appeal. The production discourse of Doctor Who - as exemplified
in interviews and writings by those involved in making it - repeatedly
asserts that the role of the female companion in Doctor Who is twofold:
she is there to provide 'something for the dads' (hence the necessity
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that all space-and-time travelling heroines should wear revealing
clothes) and she is there to act as a 'lady-in-jeopardy' who is menaced
by the monster. Several Who companions, indeed, have since claimed
that their auditions involved showing how well they could scream.
To be fair to Doctor Who, the series has made repeated attempts to
challenge this stereotype: one of the very first companions was a woman
schoolteacher who was not easily frightened and represented a challenge
to the Doctor's (male) authority, while later TARDIS crewmembers
included two 'brainy' scientists, an investigative journalist, a pre-Xena
Amazonian warrior, two incarnations of an intellectually superior Time
Lady, a 'pushy' Australian air stewardess and a streetwise teenager. For
all these valiant attempts to offer more positive female roles, however,
most companions eventually slipped back into the traditional mould
of 'screamers'. Ultimately, perhaps, this is a function of form in a series
where much of the drama arises from the companion getting into
jeopardy. It also reflects the (perceived) interests of its (male) viewers.
As one critic put it: 'The real fans of Dr Who are not children at all. They
are middle-aged men who enjoy watching half-naked girls being chased
by space monsters.'
12

13

As for the charge that Doctor Who is politically conservative, this
merely recalls the discredited critique of popular culture by the
Frankfurt School and their disciples who aver that all popular culture
is reactionary because it encourages standardisation, uniformity and
conformity. The cultural politics and narrative ideologies of Doctor
Who, however, serve to encourage difference and non-conformity. This
is evident not only in the characterisation of the Doctor himself as an
eccentric and a social outsider, but also in his companions who embrace
class and regional (and finally, in the 1996 film, ethnic) diversity. The
entire series, moreover, is imbued with an unmistakably liberal ethos.
The Doctor stands for the values of liberty, freedom, equality, justice
and tolerance; he is implacably opposed to totalitarianism, slavery,
inequality, injustice and prejudice. This reading, certainly, informs the
critical response to Doctor Who: after the series' tenth anniversary, for
example, one commentator remarked that the Doctor had spent the last
ten years 'battling against interplanetary power maniacs and upholding
decent liberal values throughout the universe'.
14

We might just as easily substitute 'liberal' with 'British', for another
characteristic of Doctor Who is its distinctively British flavour. Doctor
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Who asserts its Britishness through a range of cultural associations and
archetypes. It is surely no accident, for example, that this Time Lord's
beverage of choice is a cup of tea or that he should demonstrate his
prowess on the cricket field as a 'first-class bat and a demon bowler'. In
his various incarnations, the Doctor assumes character traits reminiscent
of Sherlock Holmes, Professor Quatermass and James Bond. The series
is replete with visual signifiers of Britishness: the TARDIS exterior, for
example, which remained consistent long after the police telephone box
had been phased out, might be seen as 'a metaphor for the persistence
of mid-twentieth century British-ness within the series'. The exterior
locations are mostly British (despite occasional excursions to Paris,
Amsterdam, Lanzarote, Seville and San Francisco) and, while many
alien landscapes conveniently resemble a quarry or sand pit, the series
has also pulled off powerful and culturally resonant images of alien
creatures against the backdrop of famous landmarks: Daleks gliding over
Westminster Bridge and Cybermen on the steps of St Paul's Cathedral.
15

This emphasis on the Britishness of Doctor Who is perhaps only to
be expected given its parentage although, in an increasingly globalised
and transnational television culture where modern production trends
seek to emulate the glossy visual style and slick professionalism of US
television series, Doctor Who's insistence upon an almost parochial
sense of Britishness is unusual. The difference in production values
between Doctor Who and rival American television and film SF such as
Star Trek or Star Wars further invokes an idea of Britishness: the notion
that small is beautiful and that British ingenuity is superior to American
technological hardware. Doctor Who, the argument goes, is about ideas
rather than action and its strength lies in its scripts rather than its special
effects. The popular discourse of Doctor Who - that reflected in the fan
literature - makes a virtue out of its Heath Robinson production values.
One of the criticisms made of the 1996 television film, for example,
was that its slick visual effects seemed 'unBritish' in comparison to the
fondly remembered wobbly sets and rubber monsters of yore. In fact
the set design and visual effects of Doctor Who were state-of-the-art for
what could be accomplished on video (rather than on film) during the
1960s and 1970s, and it was only in the age of what John Thornton
Caldwell has since called 'televisuality' - where technological advances
made possible a more sophisticated visual representation of SF fantasy
on television, which can be dated quite specifically to the mid 1980s
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- that Doctor Who began to look inferior in comparison. A view has
always persisted, however, that the Doctor is somehow, as A.A. Gill put
it, 'a Bakélite and Spam spaceman'.
There is, of course, an extensive popular historiography of Doctor
Who. In addition to the many books devoted to the Doctor Who
phenomenon, the series has sustained its own dedicated magazine since
1979 (originally Doctor Who Weekly, now Doctor Who Magazine), while
its production history has been documented in an on-going sequence
of'making o f publications (In Vision). This book is not, therefore, yet
another internal history of Doctor Who, recounting the Doctor's many
adventures and listing all his foes and companions. It is, rather, a cultural
history of Doctor Who that places the series in several different contexts.
It really comprises three separate, though overlapping, histories: the
institutional history of the BBC throughout the period that the series
has been in production; a critical history of British science fiction over
the same period; and a wider social history of how Doctor Who has been
informed by and responded to developments in British society and
culture since 1963.
17

This is the first history of Doctor Who to draw extensively upon the
full riches of the BBC Written Archives (Tulloch and Alvarado's 1983
book, in contrast, was based largely on interviews with production per
sonnel). The production and correspondence files reveal how the series
was conceived, its uncertain and ad hoc origins, the vicissitudes of its
production and the various tensions that arose between the production
team, the senior management of the BBC and external pressure groups
such the National Viewers' and Listeners' Association. Particularly valu
able is the evidence of the series' popular reception, which takes two
forms. There is the quantitative evidence of the BBC's 'viewing barom
eters', which express the size of the audience as a percentage of the es
timated total United Kingdom audience excluding children under five.
(In 1981 the BBC and the independent television companies jointly set
up BARB - the Broadcasters' Audience Research Board - which has be
come the industry's standard for monitoring the size and demographic
make-up of its audiences.) Perhaps more revealing of popular attitudes
towards the series, however, is the qualitative evidence of its reception.
This is to be found both in the BBC's own surveys of its volunteer view
ing panels from which a 'reaction index' is calculated (surprisingly, Doc
tor Who rarely scored as highly as one might have expected for such a
18
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long-running series) and in unsolicited letters from children (and from
some older viewers) describing their responses to particular episodes. At
the time of conducting my research, however, the BBC Written Archives
were open only until the end of the 1970s, and for the later chapters,
therefore, I have been dependent upon published sources. Thus the 'in
side story' of the troubled 1980s and the events that led first to the series'
suspension and then to its cancellation - at least as far as the internal pa
per trails are concerned - remains, for the time being, secret knowledge
concealed within the legendary Black Scrolls of Rassilon.
The book is written chronologically, so as to demonstrate how Doctor
Who has changed over time, though I have not divided the series' history
into artificial 'eras' defined by the personality of the incumbent Doctor.
While the character and performance style of each 'star' has done much
to influence the nature of the series, the role of key production personnel,
particularly the producer and script editor, is even more significant in
shaping the content of the series. For example, it was the series' first
producer, Verity Lambert, who oversaw the original blend of historical
and science fiction stories - something to which William Hartnell's
didactic authority was eminently suited - and the third producer,
Innes Lloyd, who steered Doctor Who decisively towards the monster
and invasion narratives that predominated from the autumn of 1966.
Sometimes the 'era' of a particular Doctor coincides with a production
regime: during Jon Pertwee's five years, for example, the same producer
(Barry Letts) and script editor (Terrance Dicks) remained at the helm
throughout. Tom Baker's seven-year stint, by contrast, included three
distinct production regimes: the Philip Hinchcliffe-Robert Holmes
'Gothic' period, the 'camp' period of Graham Williams, and the beginning
of John Nathan-Turner's long period in charge of the series throughout
the 1980s. The twenty-first-century revival of the series clearly carries
the imprint of executive producer and writer-in-chief Russell T. Davies,
whose creative control over the series has been exerted to a much greater
extent than any of his predecessors.
At the same time as approaching Doctor Who from the perspective
of a professional historian, however, I am also writing this book as a
fan. Like so many British children of the 1970s, some of my earliest
memories revolve around watching Doctor Who in a state of nervous
anticipation, not least insisting that my father should be there to hold
his hand over my eyes when the monster appeared. I still remember the
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psychological effect exerted by the music and opening titles in rooting
me to the sofa. For the record my clear memory of Who begins with 'The
Time Warrior' - the first adventure of the last Jon Pertwee season. (This
may also help to explain why Elisabeth Sladen was the object of my firstever boyhood crush: there is still something very sexy about the way
she pronounces 'Doc-tor'.) My hope in writing this book is that readers
may rekindle their own passion for Doctor Who, whilst at the same time
appreciating the series not just as the continuing saga of a mysterious
Time Lord and his many adventures in time and space, but also as a
reflection of some of the issues that have affected British television and
society over the five decades during which 'The Doctor' has been a part
of British cultural life.

1
A Space-Age Old Curiosity Shop
1963-1966

Have you ever thought what it's like to be wanderers in the fourth dimension?
Have you? To be exiles... Susan and I are cut off from our own planet, without
friends or protection. But one day we shall get back. Yes, one day, one day...

The Doctor (William Hartnell) in 'An Unearthly Child'

The origins of Doctor Who have become the subject of almost as many
different narratives as the mythology of the Time Lords or the history of
the Daleks. It has been claimed, variously, that 'the late Sydney Newman
effectively invented Doctor Who' and that it was devised 'not by any
one person, but by the collaboration of several'; that it was conceived
as a short-term solution to a gap in the television schedules and that it
was part of a long-term BBC strategy of'populism' in the corporation's
battle for ratings against its commercial rival ITV; that it was intended
primarily as an educational series 'for children' and that it 'was never
designed to be just a children's programme but was intended to cater for
a broad audience'; that it was never intended as 'hard' science fiction but
that '[from] the start it appealed to considerable sections of the science
fiction reading public'. To sift through these different narratives and to
establish the institutional and cultural contexts in which Doctor Who
was created, we have recourse to the BBC Written Archives, where the
evidence contained in copious memoranda and discussion documents
reveals a history more complex than even the Laws of Time.
1

Like any television series, Doctor Who was the product of a particular
set of historical circumstances and determinants. It appeared at a critical
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moment in the history of British broadcasting precisely when television
was establishing itself as the dominant mass medium. Television
broadcasting, which had begun in the late 1930s but had been suspended
upon the outbreak of the Second World War, had resumed in 1946, but
for a decade or so thereafter it had remained, at best, a poor third to
radio and cinema in both its cultural respectability and its mass appeal.
In 1955, for example, the year in which the independent television
network was launched, there were still over twice as many radio licences
issued (9.5 million) as there were combined 'sound and vision licences
(4.5 million). It was not until the late 1950s that television surpassed
radio as the pre-eminent broadcasting medium: 1958 was the first year
in which the number of combined licences (8.1 million) exceeded radio
licences (6.5 million). Thereafter the expansion of television was rapid:
by 1963, the year in which Doctor Who was first broadcast, there were
four times as many combined licences (12.4 million) as there were radio
licences (3.3 million). As television surpassed radio, so, too, it overtook
cinema. The decline of cinema attendances in Britain from their peak
in the mid 1940s correlates with the increase in the issue of television
licences. There was a slow decline in the number of annual paid cinema
admissions throughout the late 1940s and early 1950s - 1.6 million in
1945,1.5 million in 1950,1.2 million in 1 9 5 5 - b u t a precipitous decline
in the late 1950s and early 1960s during which over half the cinema
audience disappeared. Thus in 1960 there were only 500,000 annual
admissions and in 1963 only 357,000.'
2

While the early 1960s marked a watershed in the relationship between
television and other mass media, moreover, this was also an important
period for the structure and cultural politics of the television industry
itself. The advent of ITV in 1955 marked the end of the BBC's monopoly
and the beginning of the era of competition. The differences between the
two rivals have generally, if rather too simplistically, been categorised as,
on the one hand, the ethos of'public service broadcasting' (represented
by the BBC) and, on the other, an ideology of'populism' (exemplified
by ITV). In fact ITV also had a public service remit, while the BBC had
always been alert to the desirability of providing audiences with popular
light entertainment alongside its more serious fare. The youth-oriented
pop music revue Juke Box Jury, for example, was the BBC's highest-rated
series of the early 1960s. It was ITV, however, which by the early 1960s
was winning the battle for ratings when it had a lead of roughly two-to-
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one over the BBC in terms of their share of the viewing public.
In this context Doctor Who needs to be understood as part of the
BBC's campaign to claw back its diminishing audience share through
the commissioning of different programme forms and genres. A major
aspect of this campaign was the shift in television drama output, hitherto
dominated by the single play, towards the episodic series. The single play
did not disappear - many would argue, indeed, that it enjoyed its heyday
with The Wednesday Play, which began in 1964 - but the episodic series
became more prominent in the BBC schedules. It was exemplified in
the early 1960s by Maigret (based on Georges Simenon's novellas and
a rare example of a BBC drama series produced on film rather than
videotape), Z Cars (police series) and Dr Finlay's Casebook (medical
drama). A symptom, rather than a cause, of this shift in policy was the
resignation in 1962 of Michael Barry, the Head of Television Drama
since 1950, and his replacement by Sydney Newman.
Newman, arguably, is the most important single figure in the history
of the golden age of television drama in Britain. A Canadian, Newman
had worked under John Grierson at the National Film Board of Canada
during the 1940s before moving into television in the 1950s. In 1958- he
joined the British independent television company ABC and took over
as producer of its Armchair Theatre, a strand of single plays broadcast
on Sunday evenings that was one of ITV's top-rated programmes,
acclaimed for providing serious drama with popular appeal and
influenced to some extent by the realist theatre of the 1950s and the
vogue for 'kitchen sink' films in the early 1960s. It was Newman whom
BBC Director-General Hugh Carleton Greene 'poached' to replace Barry
in 1962, though due to ABC's insistence that he serve out the full term
of his contract it was not until April 1963 that Newman formally took
up his appointment as Head of Drama Group (Television) at the BBC.
The Drama Group was reorganised into three units - Series, Serials and
Single Plays - each with its own head, responsible in the first instance
to Newman, and then up the chain of command to Donald Baverstock
(Controller of Programmes BBC1) and Kenneth Adam (Controller
of Television). Doctor Who happened to be the first major new series
launched following the reorganisation of the Drama Group. Before
its first episode, the trade paper Kine Weekly predicted that 'the BBC
Drama Group should be making its first major ratings breakthrough
against ITV'.
5
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As Head of Drama Group, it was Newman who actually commissioned
Doctor Who, though the initiative to develop a science fiction serial pre
dated his arrival at the BBC. It was early in 1962, a whole year before
Newman took up his post, that Eric Maschwitz, the Head of Television
Light Entertainment, instructed the Script Department 'to survey the
field of published science fiction, in its relevance to BBC Television
Drama'. Maschwitz himself played no further part in the process,
though he may be credited with originating the initiative that ultimately
led to Doctor Who. The resulting report, by two staff writers, Donald
Bull and Alice Frick, was described by Donald Baverstock as 'exactly
the kind of hard thinking over a whole vein of dramatic material that
is most useful to us'. They surveyed the field of recent SF literature
and consulted Brian Aldiss, honorary secretary of the British Science
Fiction Association. Bull and Frick reported that 'SF is overwhelmingly
American in bulk' and that, if they were looking for British writers to
adapt, 'our field is exceptionally narrow'. Their views on individual SF
writers were nothing if not opinionated: C.S. Lewis was dismissed as
'clumsy and old-fashioned in his use of the SF apparatus', Arthur C.
Clarke was 'a modest writer, with a decent feeling for his characters, able
to concoct a good story, and a master of the ironmongery department',
while John Wyndham was the 'best practitioner' of what they termed the
'Threat and Disaster' school. Interestingly, given the sort of series that
Doctor Who would become, Bull and Frick were dismissive of Charles
Eric Maine, who 'is too much a fantasist: he is obsessed with the Time
theme, time-travel, fourth dimensions and so on - and we consider this
indigestible stuff for the audience.' The report concluded that 'the vast
bulk of SF literature is by nature unsuitable for translation to T V and
recommended that 'television science fiction drama must be written not
by SF writers, but by TV dramatists ... There is a wide gulf between SF
as it exists, and the present tastes and needs of the TV audience, and this
can only be bridged by writers deeply immersed in the TV discipline.'
7
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This verdict was based on the fact that the most notable British
attempts at the genre for television had been in the form of serials by
television dramatists rather than SF authors. Nigel Kneale, a young BBC
staff writer, had written the three successful Quatermass serials of the
1950s. The Quatermass serials demonstrated the potential of SF for
dealing with wider social, political and moral issues and demonstrated
that, conceived with due regard for the aesthetic possibilities as well as
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the technical limitations of live television, SF could win both popular
and critical acclaim. Set in a Britain of the near-future, the serials
exemplified many of the tropes of contemporary SF, including 'first
contact' with an alien life form (The Quatermass Experiment, 1953), the
infiltration and invasion narrative (Quatermass II, 1955) and a socio
political allegory of racial hatred and social disintegration (Quatermass
and the Pit, 1958-1959). The BBC's next serious attempt at the genre
•was A for Andromeda (1961), written jointly by Cambridge astronomer
Fred Hoyle and television dramatist John Elliott. This serial and
its sequel, The Andromeda Breakthrough (1962), were based on the
premise of a super-computer that takes over the body of a laboratory
assistant (played in the first serial by Julie Christie and in the sequel by
Susan Hampshire) and explored the 'hard SF' themes of technological
advancement and artificial intelligence. Bull and Frick observed that
both Quatermass and Andromeda
9
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belong to the Threat and Disaster school, the type of plot in which the
whole of mankind is threatened, usually from an 'alien' source ... Apart
from the instinctive pull of such themes, the obvious appeal of these TV
SF essays lies in the ironmongery - the apparatus, the magic - and in the
excitement of the unexpected.

The principal difficulty of adapting science fiction for television has
always been that, in its literary form, SF is more about ideas than drama.
Bull and Frick remarked: 'Audiences - we think - are not as yet interested
in the mere exploitation of ideas - the "idea as hero" aspect of SF. They
must have something to latch on to. The apparatus must be attached to
the current human situation, and identification must be offered with
recognisable human beings.' This problem was demonstrated by ABC's
Out of This World, a thirteen-part anthology series produced in 1962 by
Irene Shubik, which included adaptations of classic SF stories including
John Wyndham's 'Dumb Martian', Isaac Asimov's 'Little Lost Robot',
Rog Phillips's 'The Yellow Pill' and Philip K. Dick's 'The Impostor' (the
latter adapted by future Doctor Who writer Terry Nation). Out of This
World is a series whose reputation has grown in hindsight, though at
the time little faith was placed in it by ABC, which, feeling that the plays
were not strong enough in their own right, recruited Boris Karloff to
introduce them.
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Despite the acknowledged problems of television science fiction,
however, there was evidently sufficient support within the BBC for
the idea to be given further consideration. To this end, another report
was commissioned, this time from Frick and another staff writer, John
Braybon. Braybon and Frick read 'some hundreds of science fiction
stories' and in July 1962 they produced a shortlist of five novels that were
deemed 'potentially suitable for adaptation to television'. The criteria
for selection were that '[they] do not include Bug-Eyed Monsters'
(demonstrating that this phrase, often attributed to Newman, had been
coined well before his arrival at the corporation), that '[the] central
characters are never Tin Robots', and that they 'do not require large
and elaborate science fiction type settings'. Braybon and Frick felt that
a combination of these elements had 'already resulted in a failure in the
current ITV series'. They provided synopses of the five novels: Guardians
of Time by Poul Anderson, which posited the notion of a futuristic Time
Patrol 'set up to stop anyone from tampering with the past'; Three to
Conquer by Eric Frank Russell, about a telepath who detects an alien
invasion ('Written with a fair degree of humour and not, for once,
populated by bad-tempered scientists and inefficient politicians');
Eternity Lost by Clifford Simak, posited on the notion of a futuristic
World House of Representatives whose members are entitled to stand
election for eternal life; Pictures Don't Lie by Catherine Maclean, about
a friendly alien species who land on the Earth but are nearly killed when
their microscopic spaceship sinks in a puddle on the tarmac; and No
Woman Born by C.L. Moore about a robot with a human brain ('an
exception to our rule about robots'). Braybon and Frick felt that Three
to Conquer and Guardians of Time offered the best opportunities for
adaptation. 'This latter one is particularly attractive as a series,' they
suggested, 'since individual plots can easily be tackled by a variety of
script-writers; it's the Z Cars of science fiction.' Guardians of Time was
not the blueprint for Doctor Who, but it would seem to have planted the
idea of a time-travel theme, something about which the earlier report
had been rather dismissive.
11

As it happened, the idea for a science fiction series then stalled for
several months. It was resurrected in March 1963 when Donald Wilson,
Head of Serials, convened a meeting between Braybon, Frick and writer
Cecil 'Bunny' Webber to devise 'a "loyalty programme", lasting at least
52 weeks, consisting of various dramatised SF stories, linked to form
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a continuous serial, using basically a few characters who continue
through all the stories'. The concept of a 'loyalty programme' was that
it 'must attract and hold the audience'. In this particular case the series
was designed to bridge a gap in the late Saturday afternoon schedule
between the sports magazine programme Grandstand, which ended
at 5.15 pm, and Juke Box Jury, which began at around six o'clock. The
first consideration was to devise 'suitable characters for the five o'clock
Saturday audience'. Much consideration was given to the age and gender
profile of the likely audience:
Child characters do not command the interest of children older than
themselves. Young heroines do not command the interest of boys. Young
heroes do command the interest of girls. Therefore, the highest coverage
amongst children and teenagers is got by:- THE HANDSOME YOUNG
MAN HERO (First character). A young heroine does not command the full
interest of older women; our young hero has already got the boys and girls;
therefore we can consider the older woman by providing:- THE HANDSOME
WELL-DRESSED HEROINE AGED ABOUT 30 (Second character). Men
are believed to form an important part of the 5 o'clock Saturday (postGrandstand] audience. They will be interested in the young hero; and to
catch them firmly we should add:- THE MATURER MAN, 3 5 - 4 0 , WITH
SOME 'CHARACTER' TWIST. Nowadays,

to satisfy grown women,

Father-Figures are introduced into loyalty programmes at such a rate that
TV begins to look like an Old People's Home: let us introduce them ad hoc,
as our stories call for them. We shall have no child protagonists, but child
characters may be introduced ad hoc, because story requires it, not to
interest children.

12

This highly schematic breakdown of 'loyalty' characters is a revealing
insight into the BBC's assumptions about the interests and tastes of its
viewers. As for the format of the programme, it was Wilson who suggested
the idea of a machine 'not only for going forward and backward in time,
but into space'. Frick's suggestion of a flying saucer was ruled out as 'not
based in reality - or too Sunday press'. Braybon suggested that the series
should be set in the future 'and that a good device would be a world body
of scientific trouble-shooters, established to keep scientific experiments
under control for political or humanistic reasons'. This idea was rejected,
though it would later resurface in Doomwatch ( 1970-1972). Webber put
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forward 'the idea that great scientists of the past might continue in some
form of existence and could be contacted to discover further advances
they had made'. This, too, was turned down.
The shape of the series emerged from several meetings and
discussions in the early spring of 1963. There were to be four characters:
a 'with-it girl of 15' called Bridget or Biddy and a schoolteacher called
Lola McGovern were to be the 'loyalty' characters for female viewers,
while for male viewers there was another teacher, Cliff. Schoolmasters
across the country would no doubt have been delighted to hear they
would be represented by a character described as 'physically perfect,
strong and courageous, a gorgeous dish'. The last principal character
was a mysterious figure known as 'Doctor Who':
13

A frail old man lost in space and time. They give him this name because
they don't know who he is. He seems not to remember where he has come
fiom; he is suspicious and capable of sudden malignance; he seems to have
some unidentified enemy; he is searching for something as well as fleeing
from something. He has a 'machine' which enables them to travel together
through time, through space, and through matter.

14

The mystery of'Doctor Who' was such that the writers themselves could
not decide who he was or where he came from. One suggestion was
that he came from the future in a stolen time machine and 'is thus an
extension of the scientist who has opted out' ('Don't like this,' someone,
probably Newman, has written in the margin); another was that he was
pursued by the authorities of his own time who 'are seriously concerned
to prevent his monkeying with time, because his secret intention, when
he finds his ideal past, is to destroy or nullify the future' (the marginal
comment here is 'nuts!'). While the character of 'Doctor Who' still
had to be refined, the other ingredients of the format - his 'unreliable'
and 'faulty' time-and-space travel machine and his three travelling
companions - had now taken firm shape.
Moreover, it was agreed that the series, now entitled Doctor Who, was
to have an educational as well as simply an entertainment remit. One
discussion document states:
The series is neither fantasy nor space travel nor science fiction. The basic
premise is that four characters are projected into real environments based
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